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ABOUT THIS GUIDE

Teaching the Holocaust in Drama has been created to 
support Drama teachers who wish to explore this most 
challenging of subjects with their students. The guide 
includes key pedagogical considerations, a historical 
overview of theatre created or performed during and 
in response to the Holocaust, recommendations for 
appropriate texts and other resources for use with 
students, and reference materials which provide 
essential historical context.

The Holocaust Educational Trust’s cross-curricular 
scheme of work Exploring the Holocaust (see overleaf) 
provides a framework within which Drama as a subject 
can be incorporated to offer students a more holistic 
learning experience. It is recommended that any study 
of Holocaust drama form part of a wider programme 
of study of the Holocaust to ensure that it is properly 
contextualised. 

WHY STUDY THE HOLOCAUST IN DRAMA?

The Holocaust – the murder of approximately six 
million Jewish men, women and children by Nazi 
Germany and its collaborators – was a defining event 
in human history whose legacies continue to shape the 
modern world. The results fundamentally changed the 
fabric of European society and culture and had global 
reverberations. Study of the Holocaust can therefore 
help students to think critically about the world around 
them, and their place in it, and thereby contribute to 
their intellectual and personal development.

Whilst these considerations attest to the necessity of 
teaching the Holocaust in History, they also suggest 
that its study should not be restricted to History. 
Learning about the Holocaust encourages students 
to confront fundamental questions which cut across 
academic disciplines. Drama can play an important 
role in this respect.

The best Holocaust-related theatre, whether written 
and performed at the time or subsequently, has 
immense potential to engage students’ curiosity, to 
give them a greater sense of the moral and emotional 

complexity of the Holocaust, and to appreciate the 
humanity of all involved. It enables them, through the 
power of the written and spoken word, to reflect on the 
experiences of victims and the ethical choices made by 
perpetrators, bystanders and others. They can thereby 
gain greater understanding of the lives of ordinary 
people not too dissimilar to themselves and – ultimately 
– grapple with a host of challenging questions about 
what it means to be human. These questions seldom 
lend themselves to easy answers but this is one of the 
strengths of Holocaust education, encouraging students 
to reflect critically on issues of identity, behaviour and 
ethics, issues which the expressive arts offer unique 
opportunities to explore.

Study of the Holocaust in Drama can thus enrich 
students’ learning experience across a range of 
subjects, especially if a cross-curricular approach is 
adopted. At the same time, it has subject-specific 
benefits, not least through engagement with some of 
the most intellectually challenging theatre produced in 
the modern era. Indeed, study of the Holocaust can 
encourage students to reflect on the nature and role of 
literature itself, given the claim often made by survivors 
that language itself is incapable of properly capturing 
their experiences. Meanwhile, study of the role that 
drama played during the Holocaust, a theme with 
which most students will be unfamiliar, can encourage 
consideration of the importance of theatre within 
society.

INTRODUCTION
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EXPLORING THE HOLOCAUST
A Cross-Curricular Scheme of Work for Key Stage 3 & S2

Exploring the Holocaust is a comprehensive yet flexible 
free cross-curricular scheme of work created by the 
Holocaust Educational Trust. It is built around a series 
of 15 core lessons in History, Religious Education (or 
Philosophy), and Citizenship or PSHE, along with 
advice on incorporating English. Although principally 
intended for students in Key Stage 3 in England, Wales 
and Northern Ireland and S2 in Scotland, its contents 
can be adapted for the teaching of older age groups. 

Schools are actively encouraged to incorporate other 
subjects into the scheme of work and this includes 
Drama. It is recommended that Drama teachers build 
a programme of study around a play of their choice, 
ideally taken from the suggested texts on pages 
16-17 of this guide. This work can then be studied 
and, where appropriate, performed in Drama whilst 
students explore the wider history of the Holocaust in 
the other subjects. Where possible, Drama teachers 
should, in consultation with colleagues in these other 
departments, attempt to link their lessons to the key 
themes explored in History, Religious Education and 
Citizenship, although how far this is possible will 
naturally depend on the nature and content of the play 
in question. Given that the Trust also recommends 
that English play an important role in Exploring 
the Holocaust, there is also potential for fruitful 
collaboration between English and Drama in study of 
a text or texts. Not only will such an approach offer 
students a better understanding of plays studied in 
Drama; it will also enrich their understanding of the 
themes they cover in History and other subjects. 

Exploring the Holocaust can be accessed for free by 
registering at www.het.org.uk/login.

http://www.het.org.uk/login
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CONSIDERATIONS  
WHEN TEACHING THE  
HOLOCAUST IN DRAMA
GENERAL PRINCIPLES FOR TEACHING 
THE HOLOCAUST

Study of the Holocaust presents unique challenges and 
opportunities for both teachers and students.  
The Holocaust has immense historical significance and 
considerable contemporary relevance, but it is not an 
easy subject to teach about: teaching methods that 
are used for other topics may not be suitable or wholly 
effective for such a complex and sensitive event.

For teaching of the Holocaust to be purposeful, it 
must be grounded in secure historical knowledge 
and understanding. Not only is this proper practice 
for the study of any historical event; it is essential to 
avoid perpetuating common stereotypes and prevent 
misunderstanding of some of the most challenging 
issues raised by the Holocaust. This does not 
mean that Drama teachers should be expected to 
become experts on every aspect of the history of the 
Holocaust: the information provided in this guide (in 
the overview of Holocaust theatre on pages 8-12 and 
the appendices on pages 21-29) is intended to offer 
the necessary historical contextualisation for any plays 
studied. Furthermore, it is strongly advised that Drama 
teachers should work with colleagues in History and 
other relevant departments to ensure that students’ 
understanding of works and their contexts are secure, 
ideally within a cross-curricular framework such as that 
provided by Exploring the Holocaust.

Teaching of the Holocaust in any subject should be 
informed by the following internationally-agreed general 
principles: detailed commentary can be found on the 
website of the International Holocaust Remembrance 
Alliance (www.holocaustremembrance.com), which 
represents key Holocaust education practitioners 
from across the world. Teachers may find that these 
principles are transferable to other sensitive and 
emotive topics.

• Create a positive, student-centred, cross-curricular 
approach informed by dialogue with colleagues 
and supported by collaboration between 
departments. 

• Consider the intended learning outcomes and 
contemporary significance, whilst avoiding 
ahistorical comparisons.

• Avoid simple, reductive answers to complex 
questions and issues. Adopt an approach which 
is rooted in the historical events of the Holocaust. 
Contextualise this history – just because it 
happened does not mean it was inevitable. 
Historical contextualisation is imperative if the 
event is not to be removed from its historical 
foundations and become a free-floating universal 
symbol of whatever people want it to be. 

• Encourage students to consider, and assess 
the validity of, differing interpretations of the 
Holocaust.

• Do not romanticise history. Teaching and learning 
about the Holocaust should not be redemptive but 
challenging. 

• Be precise with language. Define the term 
Holocaust, being specific and avoiding an all-
encompassing definition. Avoid stereotypical 
descriptions, such as seeing all Germans as Nazis. 

• Statistics are impersonal and difficult, if not 
impossible, to grasp. Focus on individual 
experiences to make understanding the enormity 
of the experience more personal.

• Avoid defining Jewish people solely by the 
Holocaust – teach about Jewish life in Europe 
before the war. It is these ways of life that 
were lost. Equally, teaching Judaism does not 
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• Make activities meaningful (no word searches or 
dot-to-dot games!). Be prepared to intentionally 
complicate students’ thinking – there are few, if 
any, simple answers. 

• Be a reflexive and informed practitioner who 
avoids perpetuating myths and misconceptions 
about the Holocaust, and continually updates their 
subject knowledge.

SUBJECT-SPECIFIC CONSIDERATIONS
In addition to the above general principles, the unique 
nature of Drama requires consideration of a number of 
other factors:

• Choose texts or themes which are appropriate 
to the age of the students. This involves 
consideration not merely of the complexity of a 
play but also of its content.

• Many characters are real people, in some cases 
still alive, so care should be taken to reflect 
their voices accurately. This is especially true if 
developing devised works based on testimonies. 
When students are unsure of details, they should 
not imagine what the answers might be but 
research them – this could be set as a homework 
task.

• Where possible, spend time focussing on 
characters’ lives prior to and, if appropriate, after 
the Holocaust. In addition to reflecting historical 
reality, this will help students as performers 
to develop well-rounded, three-dimensional 
characters rather than caricatures.

• In this context, also ensure that students 
avoid simplistic characterisations of the sort 
unfortunately encountered in some plays written 
about the Holocaust. Jews should not be 
presented as passive victims or perpetrators as 
sadistic monsters – all involved in the Holocaust 
were human beings much like ourselves.

automatically mean that the Holocaust should be 
taught: Judaism is not, and should not be, defined 
by the Holocaust.

• It is important to see Jews (and others) not just as 
victims but also people who were also involved in 
resistance and rescue activities. 

• Ensure students are aware of the variety of cultural 
and religious communities across Europe.   

• Don’t forget non-Jewish victims, but do not 
include them in a catch-all definition of the 
Holocaust as this obscures much about the 
different victim groups.

• Teach about perpetrators as well as victims. 
Ensure that students do not assume that the 
Holocaust was merely conducted by Nazis; it 
was a continental event, which relied on the 
cooperation, collaboration, and acquiescence of 
many for its enactment. Teach about those nations 
and communities who collaborated in the events, 
and those who simply had knowledge of them. 
However, avoid categorising contemporaries in 
simplistic ways or judging their behaviour with the 
power of hindsight. 

• Re-humanise all involved – the Nazis were human 
beings not monsters. 

• Make use of possible primary source material 
wherever and whenever possible. Be mindful, 
however, that much of this may have been created 
by the perpetrators. Teaching in this manner 
can reveal the range and complexity of historical 
evidence to students. Where possible, use 
eyewitness testimony.

• Choose resources carefully, with sensitivity to 
students, victims and survivors. This means 
avoiding the use of horrific imagery which can 
upset and desensitise students, dehumanise 
victims, and portray those who suffered in a light 
that would be recognisable to the perpetrators. 
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• Avoid Stanislavskian/method-style approaches, 
particularly when focussing on victims. We cannot 
truly imagine or expect students to imagine what it 
was like to be in the camps or on a transport, for 
example. The purpose of any work is not to create 
empathy to the point of trauma – rather, students 
should be encouraged to represent and reflect on 
the experiences that they are exploring. 

• For this and several other of the preceding 
reasons, avoid the use of hot seating as a 
technique.

• As suggested above, avoid the use of graphic 
images as supporting or stimulus materials or 
in the staging of plays. It is sometimes argued 
that it is necessary to shock students with, for 
example, photographs of corpses, as if the murder 
of millions of human beings were somehow 
insufficiently shocking in itself. Not only does this 
show disrespect to the memory of innocent men, 
women and children and deny their humanity; it 
also risks traumatising young people (raising child 
protection issues in the process).

• For similar reasons, consider which issues are 
appropriate for performance and which are more 
appropriately explored through discussion. For 
example, performance of representations of scenes 
of murder is disrespectful to both the memory of 
the victims and the welfare of students.

• Allow time for reflection and discussion. Students 
need time to process their emotional engagement 
with such sensitive material and to try to 
comprehend the reality of the history and the 
questions it raises about human nature.
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THEATRE AND THE  
HOLOCAUST

(the repertoire had encompassed giants of European 
theatre such as Shakespeare, Molière and Ibsen) 
were forbidden. The association was finally dissolved 
in September 1941, in line with Hitler’s decision 
to finally eliminate Jewish life in Germany through 
deportations to ghettos in eastern Europe. Yet prior 
to its demise, and despite its inevitable need to work 
with the Nazi regime (which prompted criticism from 
some Jews), the Kulturbund can be seen an assertion 
of the enduring power of theatre and music and of the 
resilience of the human spirit under tyranny.

Theatre in ghettos

Such themes were played out in even more extreme 
forms during the war in a number of ghettos in 
eastern Europe. Between 1939 and 1942, the Nazis 
created several hundred ghettos in the occupied 
territories of Poland and, from 1941, the Soviet Union. 
Although these ghettos varied considerably in size 
and nature, and were created for different reasons 
at different times, they were all characterised by 
acute overcrowding, poverty and exploitation of their 
inhabitants for slave labour. As a result, hundreds of 
thousands of Jews – including, from late 1941, people 
deported to these ghettos from Germany and Austria – 
died as a result of starvation, disease and exhaustion, 
many of them long before the Nazis had conceived of 
the policy of systematic mass murder. 

THEATRE DURING THE HOLOCAUST

One of the least known but most remarkable aspects 
of the history of the Holocaust is the endurance 
of Jewish theatrical culture, often in the most 
horrendous circumstances. Across Nazi-occupied 
Europe, both professional and amateur writers and 
performers produced works of theatre, even in places 
where it might be imagined that creativity was 
impossible.

Jewish theatre in pre-war Germany

Almost as soon as the Nazis came to power in 1933, 
they sought to regulate cultural life in Germany. Leftist 
playwrights such as Bertolt Brecht and Carl Zuckmayer 
found their works banned and themselves forced into 
exile. Jewish writers and actors, regardless of their 
political beliefs, were particularly targeted and were 
prevented from working in theatres across the country. 
It was not only living Jews who the Nazis proscribed: 
classic works by Jewish authors or even those which 
dealt with Jewish themes, such as Lessing’s Nathan 
the Wise, were banished from the ‘Aryan’ stage.

Despite this, Jewish theatre continued to exist in Nazi 
Germany. In line with the Nazis’ objective in their early 
years in power of segregating Jews from the rest of 
society, Joseph Goebbels approved in 1933 a proposal 
from the musicologist Dr Kurt Singer for the creation of 
the Kulturbund Deutscher Juden (Cultural Association 
of German Jews). This organisation, renamed 
under Nazi orders as the Jüdischer Kulturbund 
(Jewish Cultural Association) in 1935, oversaw the 
establishment of a network of more than 40 theatres 
across Germany for the performance of symphonies, 
operas, and dramas. Funded by subscriptions, the 
Kulturbund provided work for writers, directors and 
performers and cultural sustenance for its members, 
who numbered more than 70,000 at its peak.

The Kulturbund increasingly found its autonomy 
restricted, especially after the Kristallnacht pogrom in 
1938, by which time works by non-Jewish authors 

A Kulturbund membership card
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THEATRE AND THE  
HOLOCAUST – here, at this moment, this is a disgrace. An offense 

to all our feelings.”1 Kruk’s comrades distributed 
leaflets in the ghetto with the slogan “You don’t make 
theatre in a graveyard”.

However, the opposition of Kruk and many – if not all 
– critics mellowed over time, as they came to see the 
value of the theatre. Most obviously, theatre and music 
helped to sustain morale, by offering beauty and a 
release from the everyday struggle to survive.  
As Kruk commented on a symphony concert in Vilna in 
August 1942, “one and a half hours of elevation and 
forgetting is a great achievement.”2

Furthermore, even though the theatres had official 
approval, they often offered opportunities for satirical 
comment on the realities of ghetto life, as in Jerzy 
Jurandot’s play Love Looks for an Apartment which 
was performed at the Femina theatre in the Warsaw 
Ghetto in October 1941. Miriam Wattenberg, a teenage 
diarist who attended the premiere, recorded that “the 
audience laughed heartily” in recognition at this love-
swapping musical comedy about two couples forced to 
share their accommodation.3 Elsewhere on the same 
street, the poet Władysław Szlengel hosted an ongoing 
satirical cabaret entitled Live News in early 1942 in the 
Sztuka (Art) café. In other cases, underground theatre 
was performed in illegal literary salons. 

Yet despite these appalling conditions, theatres were 
established in several of the larger ghettos, notably 
Warsaw, Łódź and Vilna, all of which had been 
important centres of Poland’s vibrant pre-war Yiddish 
theatre. The most diverse cultural life was found 
in Warsaw, site of by far the largest ghetto and the 
traditional capital of eastern European Jewish cultural 
life, where drama and music were performed in both 
Polish- and Yiddish-language theatres, in cafes, and 
even in workshops and soup kitchens. Warsaw also 
saw the provision of entertainment for children, in the 
form of both youth theatres and puppet shows, as did 
Vilna and the ghettos in many other major Polish cities.

For the most part, these theatrical endeavours were 
approved of, and in many cases sponsored by, the 
Jewish Councils which administered the ghettos. 
These councils, made up of Jewish community 
leaders, were in turn responsible to the Germans who 
largely tolerated the existence of the theatres. This 
was one reason why the theatres were opposed by 
some Jews, who saw them as officially authorised 
attempts to distract communities from the perils they 
faced by lulling residents into an illusion of normality 
and permanence. This criticism was given an added 
dimension in Łódź, where Chaim Rumkowski, the 
controversial head of the Judenrat (Jewish Council; 
known as the Council of Elders in Łódź), ordered and 
censored performances. 

The bitterest opposition to the ghetto theatre came 
in Vilna. Whereas the establishment of theatres in 
Warsaw, Łódź and most other cities predated the onset 
of mass murder, in Vilna the opposite was true. As an 
eastern Polish city, it had been occupied by the Soviets 
in 1939 and was thus only occupied by the Germans 
following the onset of Operation Barbarossa in June 
1941. The majority of Vilna’s Jews were then shot over 
the next three months at Ponary forest outside the city; 
by the end of the year, fewer than a third remained 
alive, confined in the few narrow streets which made 
up the ghetto. It is therefore not surprising that when 
the first concert took place in January 1942, some 
were outraged. Herman Kruk, a socialist activist, 
commented in his diary that “here, in the doleful 
situation of the Vilna Ghetto, in the shadow of Ponar, 
where, of the 76,000 Vilna Jews, only 15,000 remain 

1 – Herman Kruk, The Last Days of the Jerusalem of Lithuania: Chronicles 
from the Vilna Ghetto and the Camps, 1939-1944, ed. Benjamin 
Harshav (Yale University Press, 2002), p. 174.

2 – Ibid., p. 342.
3 – Mary Berg, The Diary of Mary Berg: Growing Up in the Warsaw Ghetto, 

ed. S. L. Shneiderman (Oneworld, 2007), pp. 101-102.

A theatre performance in the Warsaw Ghetto, May 1941
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The Terezín Ghetto

There was one further ghetto in which theatrical culture 
flourished, but in a rather different context to those of 
ghettos in Poland. This was Terezín (Theresienstadt 
in German), a garrison town north of Prague which 
became a unique site in the history of the Holocaust. 

Terezín was chosen in late 1941 as the location of a 
ghetto to hold Czech Jews prior to their deportation. 
However, in early 1942 it also became a ‘model 
ghetto’ for certain categories of German and Austrian 
Jews – such as war veterans, community leaders 
and the elderly – in an attempt to convince public 
opinion that they were living out their days in relative 
peace. Whether this fooled German public opinion is 
open to question though it certainly proved sufficient 
for inspectors from the International Red Cross who 
visited in June 1944. In reality, living conditions 
were miserable and in some senses resembled those 
of a concentration camp, notably in the housing of 
the sexes in separate barracks. Of the approximately 
155,000 people who passed through Terezín (the 
highest population at any one time was 59,000), 
around 35,000 died there from disease and starvation 
whilst 87,000 – including most of the ‘privileged’ 
German and Austrian Jews – were deported to killing 
sites in eastern Europe.

These contradictory facets of Terezín go some way to 
explaining the extraordinary cultural life which emerged 
in the ghetto. Whilst many Jews were housed there 
very briefly prior to further deportation, others stayed 

Preserving morale and providing opportunities to 
comment on ghetto life are amongst the reasons why 
the ghetto theatres have been linked to the concept of 
spiritual resistance. This connection is reinforced by 
the fact that the theatres performed a largely Jewish 
repertoire, encompassing classics of the Yiddish 
stage and newly created pieces: given that the Nazis 
sought to extinguish Jewish life and culture, attempts 
to celebrate and uphold can thus be seen as forms of 
resistance. Some historians go further still, arguing that 
the very act of creating a work of culture was a form of 
defiance since it represented a manifestation of human 
dignity and beauty in the midst of horror.

for months or even years, enabling vibrant artistic 
activity to develop. This process was aided by the 
large number of prominent artists, musicians, writers 
and actors who were sent to Terezín as a result of the 
‘model ghetto’ concept, a factor which also meant 
that the Nazi authorities tolerated, or sometimes even 
encouraged, the development of culture.  
At the same time, the increasingly appalling reality of 
ghetto life, and the omnipresent fear of deportation, 
prompted Jewish communal leaders to promote 
culture as a means of maintaining morale and artists 
to surreptitiously address themes not permitted by the 
authorities.

Although Terezín is best known for the astonishing 
body of visual art created within its walls, theatre was 
widespread and diverse, with some of central Europe’s 
greatest writers and performers delivering pieces 
ranging from Shakespeare to puppet theatre to cabaret. 
The latter played an extremely important role in the 
ghetto, offering more potential than staged productions 
to test the boundaries of permissible satire. A leading 
figure in this respect was Karel Švenk, whose revue 
The Last Cyclist, in which inmates escape from an 
asylum, take over the world and kill anyone who rides 
a bicycle or whose family has ever had anything to do 
with bicycles, proved too close to the bone and was 
banned by the ghetto’s Council of Elders. 

However, the theatre of Terezín is most famous for 
two operas, even though one of them – The Emperor 
of Atlantis – was not publicly performed until more 
than three decades after its production began. This 
allegorical piece, by Viktor Ullmann and Peter Kien, 
was banned after dress rehearsals in early 1944 when 
it was decided that the tyrannical titular character, 
whose presumptuous treatment of Death during his 
proclamation of universal war brings chaos to the 
world, too closely resembled Hitler. Although all but 
one of the people involved in the production lost 
their lives in the Holocaust, the manuscripts of the 
score and libretto were smuggled out of Terezín and 
eventually, after a long period in which they were 
believed lost, rediscovered. The world premiere took 
place in Amsterdam in 1975. 

The most popular production in Terezín was 
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Theatre in camps

The highly regimented environments of the Nazi 
camp system inevitably afforded fewer opportunities 
for artistic expression than ghettos. It is also essential 
in this context to distinguish between performance 
under duress, which can be seen as an additional 
form of oppression, and that initiated by the prisoners 
themselves. Actors and musicians acquired a 
privileged status in many camps but this was typically 
accompanied with the obligation that they perform for 
the entertainment of the SS guards or the kapos; failure 
to do so could have fatal consequences. 

By contrast, some prisoners also initiated performances 
in sites such as Auschwitz-Birkenau or the forced 
labour camps in Estonia which were established 
in 1943 for Jews deported from the Vilna Ghetto. 
Although information is fragmentary due to the 
relatively limited number of survivors, there is evidence 
of clandestine evening performances in barracks 
encompassing poetry recitals, songs, dramatic 
monologues, and even comedy sketches. Similar 
activities took place amongst non-Jewish political 
prisoners in the regular concentration camps in 
Germany (which generally did not hold Jews for most 
of the war) such as Buchenwald, Sachsenhausen and 
the women’s camp at Ravensbrück.

Self-initiated performance in the concentration and 
forced labour camps could have many motives. In an 
environment like Auschwitz-Birkenau, it could prove an 
essential survival tool: performance for other prisoners 
became a commodity which could be traded for extra 
food or clothing, a better bunk, or protection from a 
powerful or privileged inmate. On the other hand, as 
in the ghettos, it also offered a form of escapism and 
moral sustenance and a celebration of the culture 
which the Nazis sought to destroy. Drama and 
performance could thus help to preserve a sense of self 
in camps such as Auschwitz which sought to crush the 
human spirit. 

It is also important to realise that the term ‘camp’ 
in the context of the Holocaust applies to a wide 
range of institutions with very different purposes and 
personnel. The developments described above, of 
commanded theatre alongside secret performances, 

Brundibár, an opera for children by Hans Krása 
and Adolf Hoffmeister, which had originally been 
written in 1938 for a competition organised by the 
Czechoslovak Ministry of Education and Culture. 
It was first performed in the Jewish orphanage in 
Prague in 1942 but its public premiere (if such an 
environment could be considered public) took place in 
Terezín in September 1943, following the deportation 
to the ghetto from Prague of most of those involved 
in the production, including its composer Krása. So 
great was the joy that the child performers brought 
to the inhabitants of the ghetto that there were 55 
performances over the next year, with 14-year-old 
orphan Honza Treichlinger considered the darling of 
the audience even though he played the villainous title 
character. Amongst these performances was one for 
the International Red Cross representatives. However, 
following the inspectors’ positive appraisal of the 
ghetto, the SS resumed deportations to Auschwitz-
Birkenau, where Honza, Hans Krása, and many of the 
other adults and children involved in Brundibár were 
murdered in October 1944. 

A poster advertising a performance of Brundibár in Terezin
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were characteristic of the concentration and forced 
labour camp systems, in which Jews (and others in 
the case of the concentration camps) were exploited 
as slave workers. Having said that, even in some of 
the dedicated extermination camps for Jews such as 
Bełżec and Treblinka, where almost all victims were 
murdered within minutes of their arrival, the SS formed 
small orchestras from amongst the tiny minority of 
Jews selected to work. They were expected to entertain 
the guards but also to play when new transports 
arrived to create a deceptive atmosphere. 

A very different performance culture arose in the 
transit camps established in those western and central 
European countries where ghettos were never created. 
These camps held Jews prior to their deportation to 
extermination camps or ghettos in the East, meaning 
that they more closely resembled Terezín than they did 
a camp such as Auschwitz. This was particularly true 
of Westerbork, the camp through which most Jews 
living in the Netherlands passed. Like Terezín, some 
inmates of Westerbork were interned for months or 
years, even though most Jews were held there only 
briefly. Like Terezín, these inmates included some of 
Europe’s leading performers, many of them German 
Jews who had fled to the Netherlands as refugees in 
the years before the war. 

The remarkable result of these developments was that 
Westerbork, a way station on the route to Auschwitz 
or Sobibór, became a centre for world-class cabaret, 
at its peak employing almost 40 actors, comedians, 
musicians and dancers, as well as close to 50 
backstage staff. However, although the cabaret proved 
immensely popular, it was also controversial. The root 
cause was the fact that it was approved and funded by 
Westerbork’s commandant Albert Konrad Gemmeker, 
who had consented to its creation because he believed 
it would distract inmates, impress foreign visitors, and 
entertain his own SS staff. As a result, performances 
were censored and mainly focussed on comedy and 
dance, which critics deemed inappropriate in the 
constant shadow of deportations. In addition, most 
of the performers were German Jews, a factor which 
exacerbated existing tensions with the Dutch Jews in 
the camp who perceived the ‘Germans’ as receiving 
preferential treatment.

To a considerable extent, therefore, the Westerbork 
cabaret was commanded performance which benefited 
the Nazis and divided the camp’s inmates. It also failed 
to save the performers, only one of whom survived 
the war, although it certainly prolonged their stay in 
the camp. On the other hand, like the theatre of the 
ghettos, it also provided escape, however fleeting, 
from the trials of the world outside and a celebration 
of human creativity, which in the eyes of some 
performers justified the moral compromises involved 
in participation. This serves to remind us that the 
situations in which Jews found themselves during 
the Holocaust seldom if ever leant themselves to easy 
answers.

Members of the Westerbork string orchestra
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POST-WAR RESPONSES

Theatre performed by the survivors of the Nazi camps 
played a crucial role in the revival of Jewish culture 
after the war. Following their liberation in 1945, tens 
of thousands of mainly eastern European Jews found 
themselves in Displaced Persons (DP) camps set up by 
the Allies in Germany, Austria and Italy. Often unwilling 
to return home because of post-war pogroms and the 
rise of Communism and unable to travel to Palestine 
because of British restrictions, many of these Jews 
remained in the DP camps for a number of years. 
Theatre companies were established in many of them, 
offering performers and audiences the chance to renew 
connections with pre-war culture and to mourn all that 
they had lost. 

The centre of this 
Jewish rebirth was 
the Bergen-Belsen 
DP camp, established 
in a former military 
base close to the 
site of the infamous 
concentration camp, 
where Samy Feder, 
a survivor who had 
been a theatre director 
in Poland before the 
war, formed the ‘Kazet’ 
theatre company. 
Taking its name from 

the initials ‘KZ’, sometimes used as an abbreviation 
of Konzentrationslager (‘concentration camp’), the 
troupe performed pieces which dramatised the camp 
experience as well as classics of the Yiddish stage. Feder 
later vividly recalled the powerful desire of both his 
team and their audience for culture: “We had no book, 
no piano, no musical scores. But we could not wait for 
supplies from outside. There was a need to play, and an 
eager public... I have never played to such a grateful 
audience. They clapped and laughed and cried. When 
we gave, as our last item, the famous song ‘Think not 
you travel to despair again,’ the thousand people in the 
hall rose to their feet and sang with us.”4

Yet whilst survivors used theatre to grapple with their 
experiences, the wider world was largely muted in the 
first decade after the war. Unlike other forms of literature, 
especially poetry and memoir, drama generated relatively 
few responses to the Holocaust in this period, even 
though a play – Morton Wishengrad’s The Battle of 
the Warsaw Ghetto – had been one of the very first 
public works about the Holocaust during the war 
itself, performed on NBC radio in the US in 1943 and 
subsequently by many school and college drama groups.

A relatively small number of prominent plays finally 
emerged in the mid-1950s. By far the most successful, 
both commercially and – at least initially – critically, was 
The Diary of Anne Frank, adapted for the stage in 1955 
by the husband and wife team Frances Goodrich and 
Albert Hackett, whose credits included the screenplays 
for It’s a Wonderful Life and Seven Brides for Seven 
Brothers. However, although the play was showered 
with awards, including the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, it 
was soon embroiled in controversy. In part, this was the 
result of a bitter dispute with the playwright Meyer Levin 
who had worked on an initial adaptation before falling 
out with Otto Frank. Of more lasting impact was the 
criticism of many survivors that the play represented a 
sugar-coated version of the Holocaust in which Anne’s 
Jewishness, emotional complexity and ultimate fate were 
largely overlooked, turning an often angry document into 
a sentimental treatise on the nobility of human nature. 
This idealised ‘universal’ Anne was one with which non-
Jewish audiences could more comfortably identify but 
many subsequent critics have argued that this came at 
the price of eliding the tragedy of the historical reality.

4 – Irgun Sheerit Hapleita Me’Haezor Habriti, Belsen (Irgun Sheerit Hapleita 
Me’Haezor Habriti), pp. 137-139. 

A membership card for the Kazet 
theatre in Bergen-Belsen DP camp

A still from the television rendition of Goodrich and Hackett’s The 
Diary of Anne Frank
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Events such as the Eichmann Trial and the publication 
of Elie Wiesel’s memoir Night prompted the creation 
of a much larger number of Holocaust plays in the 
1960s, but many were still characterised by a lack of 
historical authenticity. By inventing situations which 
could never have happened and focussing more on 
contemporary political messages than the specificity of 
the factors which led to the murder of the Jews, even 
some of the most gifted dramatists of the age, such as 
Arthur Miller and Robert Shaw, were accused of failing 
to do justice to their subject matter. This is not to say 
that no effective Holocaust drama was created in this 
period but it was, particularly in the Anglophone world, 
the exception rather than the rule.

As a result, the majority of the most powerful theatrical 
works about the Holocaust have been produced in 
a third wave which began in the 1980s and has 
shown no sign of abating since. This has coincided 
with fundamental shifts in both public consciousness 
of and academic research into the Holocaust, 
providing playwrights with eager audiences and 
better understanding of the historical reality. Works 
which draw on survivor testimony, whether verbatim 
such as Antony Sher’s exceptional Primo or as a 
source of creative imagination as in Diane Samuels’s 
Kindertransport, have often proved especially powerful. 

Kindertransport is a play which has often been studied 
and performed in British schools, in English and in 
Drama, an indication of the increasing role of theatre in 
learning about the Holocaust. Indeed, dozens, possibly 
hundreds, of works about the Holocaust have been 
specifically created for young people in Britain and the 
United States in the last three decades. Their quality 
has, perhaps inevitably, been extremely variable, but 
a number of dramatists have written pieces which 
work both as explorations of the historical and moral 
complexities of the Holocaust and as compelling 
theatre. Through the study and performance of 
such texts, students can thus use the unparalleled 
immediacy of theatre to confront some of the most 
challenging questions about behaviour and morality 
raised by the history of the Holocaust.
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choosing texts and devising theatre, this section of the 
guide provides information on a range of sources which 
can be used as supporting materials. Many of these 
resources can also be utilised as stimuli for devised 
pieces.

SUGGESTED TEXTS

Choosing a suitable text for study and/or performance 
in schools from the many hundreds of plays written 
about the Holocaust requires consideration of a range 
of factors. The most obvious is that any work should 
be age-appropriate: many of the most powerful pieces 
of Holocaust theatre have been created for adult 
audiences and would not generally be considered 
appropriate for under-18s; this is particularly true for 
plays which contain scenes of explicit violence. 

Plays should also be characterised by historical 
authenticity. This is vital if students are to learn 
anything meaningful about the Holocaust and if they 
are to engage with believable characters and scenarios. 
It is important to stress that authenticity in this context 
does not necessarily mean that a play features real 
people or events. Indeed, many plays ostensibly based 
on fact can be considered inauthentic, including, 
as discussed on page 13 above, the most famous 
Holocaust play of all, Goodrich and Hackett’s The Diary 
of Anne Frank. Rather, authenticity can be considered 
to mean that a work is informed by knowledge and 
understanding of the Holocaust and attempts to 
represent the historical reality relatively faithfully, 
even if this is done with invented characters and/or 
situations. 

At the same time, a successful Holocaust drama 
must, of course, work as a piece of theatre: historical 
accuracy is of little use if a play fails to engage 
performers or audiences. As with any other text 
studied in Drama, it should offer students rewarding 
opportunities to explore themes such as language, 
characterisation, plot and staging.

STUDY AND 
PERFORMANCE
Both the study and performance of scripted texts and 
the creation of devised pieces offer students rewarding 
opportunities to engage with issues raised by the 
Holocaust, although it should be evident that the 
latter option presents potentially greater challenges. 
Whichever route is taken, the Trust would emphasise, 
in line with the pedagogical principles set out on pages 
5-7 above, that it is important to choose appropriate 
texts and/or themes and to ensure that they are 
properly contextualised. 

In addition to ensuring fidelity to the reality of the 
history of the Holocaust, contextualisation of the 
background of characters or events depicted in a play 
enriches understanding of the text and of the choices 
made by its author. It also enhances performance, 
enabling actors to gain greater insight into their 
characters and directors and designers to make 
informed choices as to appropriate staging. In the case 
of devised work, historical context is essential for the 
creation of believable pieces which do justice to the 
themes explored. 

Such contextualisation can be best achieved through 
the integration of Drama into a cross-curricular 
programme of study of the Holocaust. For example, 
if students are working with either of the texts 
recommended below on the Kindertransport, or are 
tasked with devising a piece on the issue, they would 
naturally benefit from proper study of the history of the 
Kindertransport in other subjects such as History or 
Citizenship, as well as reading relevant testimonies or 
novels in English.

However, it is recognised that there may be 
circumstances in which cross-curricular provision is 
not practical, especially in post-14 settings where 
the demands of exam specifications may preclude 
opportunities for cooperation between subjects. 
Furthermore, even where cross-curricular teaching 
takes place, the Trust would strongly advise Drama 
teachers in their own lessons to make use of materials 
which add historical context to the themes they are 
exploring. Therefore, in addition to offering advice on 
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Douglas W. Larche, Number 
the Stars (Dramatic 
Publishing) 

This affecting story of friendship 
and courage is an adaptation of Lois 
Lowry’s novel addressing the rescue 
of Denmark’s Jews by the country’s 
resistance in 1943. Both the language and the subject 
matter make it one of the few plays suitable for use 
from early secondary.

Ros Merkin, Suitcase 
(suitcase1938.org) 

This compelling exploration of 
the memories of Jewish child 
refugees to Britain was originally 
devised for performance at Liverpool Street station to 
mark the 70th anniversary of the Kindertransport in 
2008 and then revived for a tour of 10 train stations 
across the UK in 2013. The 2013 version of the 
script is available for study and performance as a free 
download at suitcase1938.org/education-resources/, 
where teachers can also find an accompanying 
educational pack. Suitable for study throughout 
secondary, although the size of some of the parts mean 
that performance is more appropriate for post-14.

Julia Pascal, Theresa (in The 
Holocaust Trilogy, Oberon 
Modern Playwrights) 

A tense experimental piece, 
incorporating music and dance, which 
relates the story of a Viennese Jewish 
refugee deported from Guernsey to her 
death in Auschwitz, in the process highlighting the 
sensitive topic of collaboration in the Channel Islands.

The following list does not presume to be exhaustive 
but it does feature plays which are generally considered 
to fulfil all of the above criteria. Two are GCSE set texts 
in England whilst the others are all either currently in 
print or easily available from online retailers. The plays 
should be considered suitable for post-14 study or 
performance unless otherwise stated.

Julian Garner, The Flight into 
Egypt (Nick Hern Books) 

A complex and unsentimental story, 
set in Poland, whose relative brevity 
belies the range of important issues it 
addresses, including pre-war Jewish life 
and antisemitism, the moral dilemmas 
posed by the Holocaust, rescue, and the challenges of 
survival.

David Greig, Dr Korczak’s 
Example (Capercaillie Books) 

A Brechtian retelling of the last days of 
the legendary Polish-Jewish children’s 
champion Janusz Korczak (see 
Glossary) in the Warsaw Ghetto. The 
play’s structure and use of dolls to represent characters 
allow for experimentation in design and staging, one 
reason for its choice as a set text for the Edexcel GCSE.

Bernard Kops, Dreams of 
Anne Frank (Bloomsbury 
Methuen Drama) 

Written for schools, this original play 
seeks, in its author’s words, “to make 
a living legend become human” not 
by dramatising the diary but through 
exploration of Anne’s inner life in a series of surrealistic 
dreams. Although the play thus controversially 
dispenses with claims to historical realism, it seeks, 
largely successfully, to achieve authenticity through 
exploration of what Kops sees as the key to Anne’s 
greatness as a writer: an unfettered imagination which 
refuses to be constrained by her life in hiding.

http://suitcase1938.org/education-resources/
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Diane Samuels, 
Kindertransport (Nick Hern 
Books) 

A set text for the OCR GCSE, this multi-
layered play uses the ambiguous story 
of the rescue of almost 10,000 Jewish 
children from central Europe in 1938-
39 to explore a wide range of themes including identity, 
mother-daughter relationships, sacrifice, memory and 
loss.

Joshua Sobol, Ghetto (Nick 
Hern Books)

A compelling account of the Vilna 
Ghetto theatre, encompassing real and 
fictional characters. Incorporating songs 
which were actually performed in the 
theatre, the play explores the moral 
dilemmas facing the inmates of the ghetto in their 
struggles to survive and the role of culture as a form of 
resistance. 

C.P. Taylor, Good (Bloomsbury 
Methuen Drama)

A powerful exploration of how an 
apparently decent and intelligent person 
could – for a range of eminently human 
motives such as ambition, vanity and 
the desire to fit in – allow themselves 
to be morally compromised by the Nazi regime. 
The play thus encourages students to confront the 
troubling reality that the perpetrators of the Holocaust 
were ordinary, fallible human beings rather than 
the caricatured criminals and sadists sometimes 
encountered in fictional representations of the period.

DEVISED PIECES

It should be evident that the question of whether or 
not the Holocaust is a suitable subject for a piece of 
devised theatre is one that requires careful thought, 
taking into consideration the age, prior understanding 
and emotional maturity of the students. Having said 
this, the creation and performance of a work can, if 
the core principles set out on pages 5-7 are respected, 
prove immensely valuable in deepening students’ 
understanding of human experiences during the 
Holocaust.

One key consideration is the choice of theme(s) for a 
devised work, which should be appropriate to the age 
of the group. The Trust would not recommend directly 
addressing the murder process, given the potential 
both for trauma and for disregarding the humanity of 
the victims of the Holocaust. Rather, the most suitable 
topics are those which offer opportunities to tell stories 
of rounded human beings, even when faced with the 
most inhuman conditions.

Amongst the themes which would best fit this criterion 
are:

• Pre-war Jewish life and culture: a focus on 
aspects of the immensely vibrant and diverse 
Jewish civilisation which existed in Europe before 
the Second World War challenges narratives 
of dehumanisation and enables students 
to appreciate the individuals, families and 
communities which later fell victim to Nazism 
as more than victims. Even if this theme is not 
chosen, it is one with which students should 
be made familiar in order to contextualise the 
characters and events they will be exploring in 
their piece.

• The Kindertransport: as two of the suggested texts 
above demonstrate, the stories of Jewish child 
refugees to Britain are a rich source of material for 
drama, allowing explorations of the ambiguities of 
the children’s experiences and of the reactions of 
British society.
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story of the survivor’s life, both before and after 
the Holocaust: this gives students a greater sense 
of the loss suffered and of the means by which 
survivors rebuilt their lives after the war, enabling 
the development of more fully realised characters 
and narrative. In this respect, it is important that 
extracts from testimony should not just focus on a 
survivor’s most horrific experiences.

• Diaries: hundreds of diaries written during the 
Holocaust have survived, with Anne Frank’s being 
only the best known. The very personal nature 
of a diary offers students insights into the ways 
in which individuals tried to grapple, without 
the benefit of foreknowledge, with the events 
unfolding around them. It also, as Anne Frank’s 
diary has so famously demonstrated, enables 
students to better reflect on the humanity of the 
victims of the Holocaust, seeing them not only 
as victims but as people with complex lives and 
concerns.

• Poetry: poems are, of course, commonly used as 
stimulus materials in Drama and can be profitably 
applied in the creation of pieces based on the 
Holocaust, both because of their expressive power 
and because of their openness to interpretation. 
Many striking poems were written during the 
Holocaust by Jews, especially in the Warsaw and 
Vilna Ghettos, and non-Jews, whilst the subject 
has proved to be of enduring interest to some of 
the greatest poets of the post-war era.

• Songs: students will probably be surprised to 
learn that songs were written and performed 
by Jews in this period, in the ghetto theatres 
and cabarets, on the streets, and amongst the 
partisan groups of eastern Europe. Lyrical themes 
varied considerably, ranging from pain and loss 
through the trials of everyday existence to calls 
for resistance. As such, songs can thus prove 
a rewarding source for both inspiration and 
performance.

• Art: the astonishing body of artwork created 
during the Holocaust, particularly in Terezín, can 
similarly encourage creative responses, especially 

• Life in ghettos: if handled sensitively, this is a 
theme which can offer insights into the difficult 
choices with which many Jews were confronted 
during the war. As always, an essential principle 
is to ensure that they are not presented as passive 
victims, for example by focussing on the means by 
which ghetto residents struggled to endure or by 
looking at the diary of a ghetto inhabitant.

• Jewish cultural life during the Holocaust: similarly, 
examples of attempts to preserve and create 
culture, such as the ghetto theatres or the art 
of Terezín, are fertile ground for analysis of the 
human spirit in adversity as well as of the role and 
importance of the arts.

• Jewish resistance: acts of resistance, whether 
armed or unarmed, offer yet another opportunity 
to devise pieces which militate against 
dehumanisation by investigating the means by 
which ordinary people, confronted with the most 
extraordinary of circumstances, sought to assert 
basic values of dignity and defiance 

• Stories of rescue: investigation of the motives 
of and the challenges faced by the courageous 
minority of people who rescued Jews during the 
Holocaust, often at great personal risk, can be 
a compelling subject for theatre. Care should 
be taken to avoid the development of saviour 
narratives in which Jewish people are presented 
as helpless victims without agency.

Careful choice of stimulus materials is also important 
for the creation of a successful piece of drama, both in 
unlocking students’ curiosity and creativity and in doing 
justice to the historical reality. Given the complexity 
and sensitivity of the topic, it is recommended that 
teachers use a range of materials, perhaps more than 
they ordinarily would, to provide students with secure 
foundations on which to build their work. Particularly 
useful sources include:

• Survivor testimony: testimonies – which can be 
written, oral or video – offer unique insights into 
human experiences during the Holocaust. At the 
same time, they frame them within the wider 
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narratives, which make for poor drama, and makes it 
easier for students to process the often intellectually 
and emotionally challenging questions raised by the 
Holocaust. 

SUPPORTING AND STIMULUS MATERIALS

The Holocaust Educational Trust provides a wide 
range of free resources which can be used in Drama to 
add context to a studied text or as stimuli or research 
material for devised pieces. 

70 Voices: Victims, Perpetrators 
and Bystanders is a unique digital 
commemorative project created by 
the Trust to mark the seventieth 
anniversary of the end of the 
Holocaust in 2015. Available as 
both a website and an app, 70 
Voices explores the history of the 
Holocaust through 70 powerful 
sources – including diaries, letters, testimonies and 
poems – many of which can work as stimuli for 
devised theatre. See www.70voices.org.uk.

Art and the Holocaust: A 
Teachers’ Guide provides high-
resolution reproductions of 
artworks created during or in 
response to the Holocaust which 
can be printed for use with 
students, along with historical 
background. It can be downloaded 
from the teaching resources 
section of the Trust’s website.

Recollections: Eyewitnesses 
Remember the Holocaust is a 
BAFTA award-winning DVD, 
produced in conjunction with the 
USC Shoah Foundation, which 
contains short extracts from the 
video testimonies of Holocaust 
survivors, other survivors of Nazi 

when allied with literary sources such as poetry. 
Many paintings and drawings in part served a 
documentary purpose, preserving the memory 
of individuals or depicting scenes of ghetto life. 
Yet, like poems, they also served as outlets 
for personal reflection and as expressions of 
humanistic values.

• Photographs: the power of photographs as 
stimuli is obvious and this is particularly perhaps 
especially true when seeking to counter the 
dehumanisation associated with the Holocaust. 
However, for this very reason, it is essential to take 
great care when choosing an image. As already 
stated, atrocity images should never be used. 
Indeed, depending on the theme to be explored, it 
may be most productive to ignore wartime images 
altogether – a pre-war photograph depicting 
normal life can often be more evocative of the 
lives and fate of those who would become victims.

Examples of all of these types of stimulus materials can 
be found in the resources recommended in the section 
below. 

In order to do justice to the subject matter, students 
should be given the opportunity to properly research 
the history behind the theme chosen alongside, or in 
advance of, their initial development work. In schools 
where Drama forms one part of a cross-curricular 
scheme of study, this process will be helped by their 
being able to draw on their learning in other subjects. 
Where this is not the case, the reference materials and 
resources linked to in this guide can be used to offer 
support. 

The importance of securing or consolidating essential 
historical knowledge is one reason why a considerable 
amount of time should be allowed for the development 
of the piece. Another is the need to ensure that 
students have frequent chances to discuss and reflect 
on both the progress of the project and their questions 
and concerns about the subject matter, a process 
in which reflective journals can also play a helpful 
role. Ensuring that reflection is at the heart of the 
development and performance process helps to avoid 
the emergence of simplistic, clichéd or misconceived 

http://www.70voices.org.uk
http://www.het.org.uk/login
http://www.het.org.uk/login
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In terms of published materials, a number of 
anthologies are particularly useful as sources of extracts 
for devised pieces as well as in supporting the study 
and production of dramatic texts. They include:

• Hana Volavková (ed.), ... I Never Saw Another 
Butterfly... Children’s Drawings and Poems 
from Terezín Concentration Camp (Shocken): a 
beautiful collection which has often been fruitfully 
used in Drama.

• Alexandra Zapruder (ed.), Salvaged Pages: Young 
Writers’ Diaries of the Holocaust (Yale University 
Press): another powerful anthology of the words of 
young people and children.

• Lyn Smith (ed.), Forgotten Voices of the Holocaust 
(Ebury Press): an accessible compilation of 
survivor testimonies.

• Hilda Schiff (ed.), Holocaust Poetry (Fount 
Paperbacks): an anthology containing many of 
the most important poems written during or in 
response to the Holocaust.

For further suggested texts, along with historical 
background on Holocaust literature and commentary 
on the reasons why The Boy in the Striped Pyjamas is 
not a suitable text for English or Drama, please see the 
teaching resources section of the Trust’s website.

persecution, rescuers and liberators. To request a free 
copy, please email info@het.org.uk.
 
In addition, many of the resources created by the 
Trust for other subjects can be employed in Drama, 
especially where study is not taking place within 
a cross-curricular programme, to provide historical 
context. Some lessons – notably Pre-war Jewish Life, 
Ghettos and Jewish Resistance during the Holocaust 
– make use of historical photographs which can 
also serve as stimulus materials whilst the Britain, 
Refugees and the Kindertransport lesson makes use 
of testimonies and historical documents. All of these 
resources can be downloaded from the teaching 
resources section of the Trust’s website.

The Trust also recommends the following online 
sources: 

• The United States Holocaust Memorial Museum 
(www.ushmm.org) hosts a wealth of useful 
resources, notably its extensive photo archive.

• Yad Vashem (www.yadvashem.org), Israel’s 
national Holocaust museum and remembrance 
authority, has a similarly rich collection of 
resources, including another excellent photo 
archive, a number of exhibitions of Holocaust art, 
and examples of music performed in camps and 
ghettos.

• The Shoah Foundation’s Visual History Archive 
(vhaonline.usc.edu – registration required) 
provides access to more than 1,600 of the 
almost 52,000 video testimonies recorded by the 
foundation since the 1990s.

• Learning about the Holocaust through Art (art.
holocaust-education.net) is an extensive online 
archive of artworks which can be browsed by 
artist or place.

• Music and the Holocaust (holocaustmusic.ort.
org) provides access to recordings of songs created 
during the Holocaust, including some performed 
in ghetto theatres. 

http://www.het.org.uk/login
http://www.het.org.uk/login
mailto:info%40het.org.uk?subject=
http://www.het.org.uk/login
http://www.het.org.uk/login
http://www.ushmm.org
http://www.yadvashem.org
http://vhaonline.usc.edu
http://art.holocaust-education.net
http://art.holocaust-education.net
http://holocaustmusic.ort.org
http://holocaustmusic.ort.org
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the term changed so that it came to denote a major act 
of destruction, and after the Second World War it was 
increasingly used in English to describe the murder of 
Europe’s Jews, often as a translation of the Hebrew 
‘Shoah’ (‘catastrophe’). The American TV miniseries 
Holocaust (broadcast in 1978) is credited with 
introducing the term to popular consciousness.

COMMON MYTHS AND MISCONCEPTIONS

The term ‘Holocaust’ refers to all victims 
of Nazi persecution.

Although certain groups other than Jews (including 
Sinti and Roma, people with disabilities, Soviet 
prisoners of war and Polish elites) were victims of 
Nazi mass murder and many others were persecuted, 
only Jews were targeted for complete extermination. 
Historians therefore employ the term ‘Holocaust’ 
specifically to describe the murder of Europe’s Jews. 
This is not intended to ignore or belittle the suffering 
of others but, in fact, to achieve the opposite. Using 
‘Holocaust’ as a catch-all term for Nazi persecution can 
obscure the varying experiences of the different victim 
groups.

Hitler alone was responsible for the 
Holocaust.

Hitler was indeed ultimately responsible. However, 
he presided over a chaotic system of government in 
which rival individuals and institutions competed for 
influence. German officials across occupied Europe 
were actively involved in the decision-making process 
which led to the Holocaust. Similarly, its perpetration 
involved not only the SS but also many other agencies 
who knowingly made the murders possible, such 
as the civil service and the Reichsbahn (German 
railways).

The Holocaust was only perpetrated by 
Germans. 

Although Nazi Germany initiated and organised 
the Holocaust, the perpetrators included many 

WHAT WAS THE HOLOCAUST?

The Holocaust was the murder of approximately six 
million Jewish men, women and children by Nazi 
Germany and its collaborators during the Second World 
War. 

Antisemitism was the central and defining element of 
Nazi ideology, and Hitler’s accession to power in 1933 
led to immediate and escalating persecution of the Jews 
of Germany. In the pre-war era, the Nazis and their 
conservative allies aimed to exclude Jews from public 
life in Germany and eventually to force them to emigrate. 
However, Hitler’s aggressive foreign policy, culminating 
in the outbreak of the Second World War in September 
1939, inevitably brought millions of European Jews 
under German control. The Nazis developed various 
murderous plans to deport these Jews to remote 
locations – such as eastern Poland or Madagascar – in 
the full knowledge and expectation that this would entail 
the death of large numbers of people. In the meantime, 
the Jews of Poland – Europe’s largest Jewish community 
– were increasingly interned in ghettos where appalling 
living conditions caused the deaths of hundreds of 
thousands. Jews across occupied Europe were subjected 
to discriminatory laws. 

In the months following the invasion of the Soviet 
Union in the summer of 1941, Nazi policy evolved 
radically to one of outright mass murder. Hundreds of 
thousands of Soviet Jews were shot, and by the end 
of 1941 the Nazi leadership had decided to seek to 
murder every Jew in Europe. In the following months 
and years, Jews from across the continent were killed 
by every means at the Nazis’ disposal, including 
purpose-built extermination camps, mass shootings 
and use as slave labour. The killings continued even 
after Germany began to lose the war in 1943. Only the 
Nazis’ eventual defeat prevented the death toll from 
being even higher.

The word ‘Holocaust’ derives from classical Greek and 
means ‘completely burnt sacrificial offering’. It was 
originally used to describe religious animal sacrifices 
performed by the ancient Greeks and the Jews in the 
era of the Torah. Over the centuries, the meaning of 

APPENDICES
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Jews did not resist.

There were many obstacles to Jewish resistance to the 
Nazis. Not only were Jews confronted by an opponent 
with overwhelming force; the starvation and exhaustion 
which characterised life in the ghettos of eastern 
Europe limited the ability to resist. It is also important 
to realise that Jews did not know in advance that the 
Nazis intended to murder them; many people therefore 
believed that resistance would make the situation 
worse by provoking Nazi reprisals. Nonetheless, as 
the Holocaust developed, armed Jewish resistance 
increasingly emerged in the form of ghetto revolts and 
partisan groups. There were even armed uprisings in 
three death camps (Auschwitz, Sobibór, Treblinka). 
In addition, many Jews practised what has been 
termed ‘spiritual resistance’ through activities such 
as preserving cultural life, organising education, and 
recording Nazi crimes.

Most Germans knew nothing about the 
Holocaust. 

The Nazis certainly went to some lengths to conceal 
the evidence of their crimes; in 1943 Himmler 
famously described the murder of the Jews as “an 
unwritten and never to be written page of glory in our 
history”. In reality, however, the Holocaust was what 
has been termed ‘an open secret’: most citizens were 
aware of at least some aspects of it, especially the 
deportation of German Jews, which could hardly be 
ignored, and the mass shootings in the Soviet Union, 
which were often witnessed by ordinary soldiers who 
in turn commented on them in letters home or whilst 
on leave.

non-Germans. They included governments which 
murdered Jews themselves (Romania, Croatia) or 
willingly handed them over to the Nazis (Vichy France, 
Slovakia), as well as individuals who served in German 
killing units or acted on their own initiative. There were 
people in every country who denounced Jews, just as 
there were people in every country who saved Jewish 
lives, illustrating the need to avoid the temptation to 
divide countries into ‘good’ and ‘bad’.

If perpetrators had refused to participate, 
they would have been shot or sent to a 
concentration camp. 

Historians and German prosecutors have failed to find 
a single case of someone being shot or arrested for 
refusal to take part in the killing of Jews. By contrast, 
there are well-documented examples of commanders 
offering their men the choice not to take part. Those 
who did not wish to participate were typically 
reassigned to other duties. Refusal might well have had 
implications for career advancement, but that raises 
very different moral questions to the belief that people 
were compelled to become murderers on pain of death.

Most Jews were murdered in 
concentration camps. 

Most Jews were murdered in purpose-built 
extermination camps (including Bełżec, Chełmno, 
Sobibór and Treblinka), which were radically different 
to concentration camps, or by shooting in sites close 
to their homes. The confusion has two main causes. 
Firstly, the best known killing site, Auschwitz-Birkenau, 
was a concentration as well as extermination camp. 
Secondly, as German forces retreated in 1944-45, 
surviving Jewish prisoners were evacuated to 
concentration camps in Germany such as Bergen-
Belsen and Buchenwald where many died from 
disease and starvation. This led to the misconception, 
when these camps were liberated in 1945, that they 
had always been central to the Holocaust.
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1940
June 14 First transport of Polish political 

prisoners to Auschwitz.

Summer Nazi plan to deport Jews to 
Madagascar developed and then 
abandoned.

November 15 Warsaw Ghetto sealed.

1941
March – April Ghettos created in many cities 

in the General Government (e.g. 
Kraków, Lublin).

June 22 German invasion of the USSR. 
Almost immediately followed 
by murders of Communists and 
Jewish men by Einsatzgruppen 
and other German police units. 
Also pogroms against Jews by 
local collaborators in some parts 
of Ukraine and the Baltic States.

August Einsatzgruppen increasingly begin 
to murder Jewish women and 
children, including entire Jewish 
communities in many places.

September 1 Decree ordering German Jews to 
wear the yellow star.

September 29 – 30 Babi Yar massacre: 33,771 Jews 
shot in a ravine on the edge of 
Kiev.

October 15 Deportation of Jews from 
Germany and Austria to ghettos 
in the East (e.g. Łódź, Minsk) 
begins.

November 24 First transport of Czech Jews to 
Terezín (transports from Terezín to 
the East begin January 9 1942).

December 8 Gassings begin at Chełmno 
extermination camp.

SELECT TIMELINE OF THE HOLOCAUST

1933
January 30 Hitler becomes Chancellor of 

Germany, leading a coalition of 
Nazis and conservatives.

April 1 First officially organised boycott of 
Jewish shops.

April 7 Law for the Restoration of 
the Professional Civil Service 
removes Jews and socialists from 
government employment.

1935
September 15 Nuremberg Laws issued.

1938
March 13 Anschluss with Austria. 

Immediately followed by pogroms.

November 9 – 10 Kristallnacht pogrom.

1939
January 30 In a speech to the Reichstag Hitler 

‘prophesies’ “the annihilation of 
the Jewish race in Europe” should 
“international Jewish financiers, 
inside and outside Europe, 
succeed in plunging the nations 
once more into a world war”.

March 15 German occupation of Prague.

September 1 German invasion of Poland begins 
World War II.

October 8 First Nazi ghetto created in 
Piotrków Trybunalski, Poland.

November 23 Jews in the General Government 
region of Poland forced to wear 
Star of David armbands.
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1944
March 19 German invasion of Hungary, 

following attempts by the 
Hungarian leader Horthy to leave 
the war.

May 15 Systematic deportations of Jews 
from Hungary to Auschwitz-
Birkenau begin: 435,000 Jews 
deported until Horthy orders a 
halt on July 7.

Autumn Death marches begin.

1945
January 27 Auschwitz-Birkenau liberated by 

the Red Army.

April 30 Hitler commits suicide.

May 7 Germany surrenders to the Allies.

1942
January 20 Wannsee Conference.

February 15 First gassing of a Jewish transport 
in Auschwitz (from Beuthen in 
Silesia).

March 17 First transports to Bełżec,  
marking the start of Aktion 
Reinhard.

July 22 Beginning of ‘Great Aktion’ in the 
Warsaw Ghetto, marking the start 
of deportations to Treblinka (more 
than 700,000 Jews murdered in 
Treblinka in 5 months).

1943
April 19 – May 16 Warsaw Ghetto Uprising.

August 2 Treblinka Uprising.

October 1 – 2 Rescue of Danish Jews begins.

October 14 Sobibór Uprising.

November 3 – 4 Erntefest massacre: 42,000 Jews 
shot in two days in Majdanek and 
other camps in the Lublin region.
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larger camps such as Sachsenhausen (1936), 
Buchenwald (1937) and Mauthausen (1938) were 
established, usually linked to economic enterprises 
run by the SS. Most inmates were political opponents 
of the Nazis or so-called ‘asocials’ (such as gay men, 
beggars and habitual criminals). Although more than 
30,000 Jews were held in camps after Kristallnacht 
in 1938, the concentration camps in Germany and 
Austria (unlike those in Poland) had a limited role 
in the Holocaust until late 1944 when they began 
to receive tens of thousands of prisoners evacuated 
from the camps in the East. This led to catastrophic 
conditions in which huge numbers of Jews and others 
died.

Death march
Name given to the forcible movement of prisoners 
(especially Jews) from the concentration and labour 
camps in the East to camps in Germany from the 
autumn of 1944 onwards. Thousands died on these 
marches from cold, hunger and shootings by the 
guards. 

Displaced Persons (DP) camp
Camp established by the Allies after the Second World 
War, mainly for survivors of Nazi persecution and 
refugees from eastern Europe whilst they awaited 
repatriation to their home countries or resettlement in a 
new destination. Most DP camps were in Germany.

Einsatzgruppen (singular: Einsatzgruppe; pronounced 
‘Ein-zats-grup-pe(n)’)
Mobile SS killing squads made up of members of the 
Gestapo, criminal police and SD. During the invasion 
of Poland, Einsatzgruppen shot thousands of members 
of the Polish elites and, in some cases, Jews. Larger 
units were formed for Operation Barbarossa and shot 
hundreds of thousands of Soviet Jews in the course 
of 1941. Similar massacres were also perpetrated 
by police battalions, other German units and local 
collaborators.

‘Euthanasia’
Term normally used to describe a painless, voluntary 
death for the terminally ill. The Nazis used the term for 
the programme of state-sponsored murder of around 
200,000 people with mental and physical disabilities 

SELECT GLOSSARY

Aktion (plural: Aktionen)
Nazi term for an operation in which members of a 
Jewish community were forcibly assembled and then 
either deported to an extermination camp or shot 
locally.

Aktion Reinhard
Code name for the largest killing operation of 
the Holocaust in which at least 1.7 million Jews 
(mainly from Poland) were murdered in the General 
Government between March 1942 and November 
1943. Most victims were murdered in Bełżec, Sobibór 
and Treblinka extermination camps but at least 
300,000 were shot.

Anschluss
German annexation of Austria on 13th March 1938.

‘Aryan’
Term originally applied to speakers of Indo-European 
languages. The Nazis and other racists used it to 
describe people of white European origin, especially 
northern Europeans. 

Auschwitz-Birkenau (pronounced ‘Owsh-vits Ber-ke-
now’)
Concentration and extermination camp in the Polish 
town of Oświęcim. Created as a concentration camp 
for Polish political prisoners in 1940, it became an 
extermination camp in early 1942. Eventually, it 
consisted of three main sections: Auschwitz I, the 
concentration camp; Auschwitz II (Birkenau), an 
extermination and slave labour camp; Auschwitz III 
(Monowitz), a slave labour camp. Auschwitz also 
had numerous sub-camps. More than 1.1 million 
people lost their lives in Auschwitz-Birkenau, including 
approximately 1 million Jews, 75,000 Poles, 21,000 
Sinti and Roma, and 15,000 Soviet prisoners of war.

Concentration camp
Prison camp in which inmates were forced to 
undertake hard labour. The first Nazi camps, with 
the exception of Dachau (created March 1933), were 
generally small and temporary. From 1936 onwards 
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Genocide
Term first coined in the Second World War by the 
lawyer Raphael Lemkin to describe the deliberate and 
systematic destruction of a religious, racial, national or 
cultural group.

Gestapo
Nazi secret police force created in 1933. Controlled by 
Himmler from 1934.

Ghetto
Section of a town or city where Jews were forced to 
live. Ghettos had existed in many parts of Europe in 
the Medieval and the Early Modern periods. They 
were revived by the Germans following the invasion of 
Poland: the first Nazi ghetto was created in Piotrków 
Trybunalski in October 1939. More ghettos were 
established in 1940 although widespread ghettoisation 
only began in 1941. Ghettos were also created in the 
Soviet Union from late 1941 onwards, usually for Jews 
of working age who had survived the Einsatzgruppen 
massacres. Many, though not all, ghettos were ‘closed’: 
i.e., surrounded by walls with exit forbidden. Ghettos 
were characterised by overcrowding, hunger, disease 
and exploitation for slave labour. All, except the unique 
ghetto of Terezín, were eventually liquidated with the 
Jews deported to extermination camps or shot.

Goebbels, Joseph (1897-1945)
Nazi Minister of Propaganda and leader of the Nazi 
Party in Berlin. Organised the Kristallnacht pogrom in 
1938 and was instrumental in persuading Hitler to 
begin the deportation of German Jews to the East in 
September 1941. Committed suicide in Berlin in 1945.

‘Gypsies’
Commonly used term, often considered pejorative, 
to describe the Romani people, an ethnic group who 
trace their origins to northern India. Although Romani 
are stereotypically seen as nomadic, many ‘Gypsies’ 
lived in settled communities. The principal Romani 
groups were Roma and Sinti. The Nazis regarded 
‘Gypsies’ as racially inferior and a danger to ‘Aryan’ 
society. Although policy varied from country to country, 
around 220,000 Roma and Sinti were murdered by 
the Nazis. Some Roma use the Romani term Porajmos 
(‘devouring’) to describe this genocide.

in Germany and Austria: 70,000 were victims of the 
gas chambers of the T4 programme; others (including 
disabled children) were killed through deliberate 
starvation or lethal injection. The Nazis also murdered 
an unknown number of disabled people in Poland 
during the war.

Extermination camp
Nazi camp for the mass murder of Jews, primarily 
by poison gas. Four camps were created in Poland 
in 1941-42 which existed solely for the murder of 
Jews: Bełżec, Chełmno, Sobibór and Treblinka. Almost 
every person brought to these camps was murdered 
immediately: only a small number of Jews from each 
transport were selected to work in the camp (e.g. 
sorting the property of victims, disposing of the bodies) 
and most of them were soon murdered. In addition, the 
already existing Auschwitz-Birkenau camp became an 
extermination camp in spring 1942. Because Birkenau 
was also a slave labour camp, larger numbers of Jews 
were selected to work, giving them a slightly higher 
chance of survival. A number of other camps, notably 
Majdanek and Maly Trostenets, have sometimes also 
been described as extermination camps.

‘Final Solution’ (German: ‘Endlösung’)
Nazi euphemism for the plan to murder all European 
Jews.

Frank, Anne (1929-1945)
Daughter of a middle class German-Jewish 
businessman. The Franks moved from Frankfurt to 
Amsterdam when the Nazis came to power in 1933. 
Once deportations from the Netherlands began in 
1942, the family went in to hiding, helped by the 
employees of Anne’s father Otto. They were betrayed 
in August 1944 and deported to Auschwitz-Birkenau 
where Anne’s mother Edith died. Anne and her elder 
sister Margot were transferred to Bergen-Belsen in 
October 1944 where both died of typhus in the spring 
of 1945. The diary that Anne kept whilst in hiding was 
published by Otto, who had survived Auschwitz, in the 
1950s.
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Kapo
A prisoner chosen by the SS to oversee a group of 
prisoners in a concentration camp.

Kindertransport
Literally ‘children’s transport’ (German). Programme 
whereby the British government allowed the admission 
of almost 10,000 mostly Jewish child refugees from 
central Europe following Kristallnacht until the outbreak 
of war curtailed the operation. Because of immigration 
restrictions, most of the children were unaccompanied 
and they had to be sponsored by welfare agencies. 

Korczak, Janusz (1878?-1942)
Pseudonym of Henryk Goldszmit, a Polish-Jewish 
educator, paediatrician and children’s author. Korczak 
established an orphanage for Jewish children in 
Warsaw in 1911. The orphanage was relocated 
with the creation of the Warsaw Ghetto in November 
1940. Korczak, his co-workers and the children were 
deported to their deaths at Treblinka in August 1942.

Kristallnacht
‘Night of Broken Glass’ (German). Nationwide pogrom, 
organised by the Nazis, on the night of 9th– 10th 
November 1938 in which Jewish businesses and 
homes were attacked and looted, synagogues burned, 
and 91 people killed. More than 30,000 Jews were 
held in concentration camps until they agreed to 
leave Germany. The pretext for the pogrom was the 
assassination of a German diplomat in Paris by a 
young Jewish man whose parents had been deported 
by the Nazis; in reality, a violent action against Jews 
had been planned for months.

Łódź (pronounced ‘Woodge’)
Polish city which was home to Europe’s second largest 
pre-war Jewish population. A ghetto was created in 
April 1940, containing 164,000 people. From October 
1941 transports of German, Austrian and Czech Jews 
were brought to the ghetto. Most inhabitants were 
murdered at Chełmno in 1942. The ghetto was finally 
liquidated in the summer of 1944 with deportations to 
Chełmno and Auschwitz-Birkenau.

Himmler, Heinrich (1900-1945)
Leader of the SS and, from 1936, chief of all police 
forces in Germany. Himmler used his positions to 
control racial policy, especially once war broke out. 
As a result, he worked closely with Hitler to take the 
decisions which led to the Holocaust, and the SS 
and police became the principal, though not only, 
organisers of the murders. Committed suicide in 1945 
after capture by the British.

Hitler, Adolf (1889-1945)
Leader of the Nazi Party and, from 30th January 
1933, of Germany. Although Hitler’s laziness and 
dislike of routine meant that he largely avoided day-
to-day government business, he was responsible for 
key decisions with regard to Jewish and foreign policy. 
Committed suicide in Berlin in 1945.

Holocaust
Literally ‘completely burnt sacrifice’ (Greek). Term 
most commonly used to describe the mass murder 
of approximately 6 million Jews by the Nazis and 
their collaborators. Although certain other groups 
were victims of Nazi persecution and genocide, only 
Jews were targeted for complete destruction. Thus, 
when used by historians, the term refers specifically 
to the murder of Europe’s Jews rather than to Nazi 
persecution in general.

Homosexuals
The Nazis regarded homosexuality as a threat to the 
survival of the supposed ‘master race’ because it meant 
that there were men who were not fathering children. 
Consequently, approximately 50,000 gay men in 
Germany were sent to prison or concentration camps.

‘Jewish badge’
A distinctive sign, usually a Star of David, which Jews 
were forced to wear in most countries under Nazi 
control, beginning with Poland in 1939. Depending on 
the country, it took the form of an armband or a badge.

Judenrat (plural: Judenräte; pronounced ‘Yu-den-
rat’/’Yu-den-rae-te’)
Jewish council established by the Nazis to carry out 
their instructions. Most Judenräte tried to balance this 
role with caring for the welfare of their communities.
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‘Selection’
Euphemism for the process of choosing victims for 
death in camps and ghettos by separating them from 
those considered fit for work.

Shoah
Literally ‘catastrophe’ (Hebrew). A term for the 
Holocaust preferred by many Jews.

Sonderkommando
Jewish prisoners forced to work in and around the gas 
chambers in the extermination camps.

Soviet prisoners of war
During the course of Operation Barbarossa, 5.7 million 
Red Army soldiers were taken prisoner by Germany. 
The Nazis regarded them as both ideological and racial 
enemies. Around 3.3 million died in Nazi captivity, 
most from autumn 1941 to spring 1942 when they 
were held in ‘camps’ which were usually fenced off 
fields with no food or accommodation.

SS
Nazi Party organisation which was originally created as 
Hitler’s bodyguard. Under the leadership of Himmler, 
the SS grew to become a ‘state within a state’ which 
controlled the concentration camps and racial policy, 
ran its own businesses and had its own armed forces. 

Terezín (Czech), Theresienstadt (German) 
(pronounced ‘Te-re-zeen’/‘Te-reh-zee-en-shtat’)
Garrison town in northern Czechoslovakia which was 
transformed into a Jewish ghetto in late 1941. Terezín 
served both as a transit camp for deportations of Czech 
Jews to Auschwitz-Birkenau and as a ‘model ghetto’ 
to which certain groups of German and Austrian 
Jews were sent such as war veterans, partners in 
mixed marriages and prominent community leaders. 
In this way, Terezín was intended to deceive public 
opinion and the international community, notably the 
International Red Cross who inspected the ghetto in 
June 1944. In reality, 35,000 Jews died in Terezín 
and more than 80,000 were deported to extermination 
camps.

Nuremberg Laws
Two anti-Jewish laws enacted in September 1935 
during the Nazi Party conference in Nuremberg which 
provided the basis for removing Jews from all spheres 
of German life. The Reich Citizenship Law effectively 
deprived Jews of German citizenship and associated 
rights. The Law for the Protection of German Blood and 
Honour outlawed marriage and sexual relations between 
Jews and non-Jews as well as prohibiting Jews from 
employing non-Jewish female servants of childbearing 
age and displaying the German flag. Supplementary 
laws defined who was a Jew, with a range of categories 
created for Germans of mixed ancestry.

Operation Barbarossa
Code name for the German invasion of the Soviet 
Union which began on 22nd June 1941.

Partisans
Irregular soldiers involved in guerrilla warfare. Many 
Jewish partisan groups were formed in Poland and the 
USSR during the war.

Pogrom
Violent attack on a Jewish community, usually 
condoned or sponsored by the state.

Ponary
Forest outside Vilna where around 70,000 Jews from 
modern Lithuania and Belarus were shot between 
the summer of 1941 and September 1943. Several 
thousand Poles were also shot.

Rumkowski, Chaim (1877-1944)
Controversial head of the Council of Elders (Jewish 
Council) in the Łódź Ghetto who hoped to save part of 
the Jewish population by creating a ‘productive’ ghetto 
whose inhabitants worked in essential industries. 
However, this meant complying with German orders 
for the deportation of residents not capable of work. 
Some have seen Rumkowski as a traitor to the Jewish 
people; others have argued that his strategy almost 
worked since Łódź survived far longer than any other 
ghetto. When the ghetto was liquidated in the summer 
of 1944, Rumkowski was deported to Auschwitz and 
murdered there.
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T4
Code name for the operation (approved by Hitler in 
October 1939) in which 70,000 German and Austrian 
adults with disabilities were murdered in gas chambers 
at six killing centres, mostly former hospitals, between 
1939 and 1941. Officially ended in August 1941, 
partly because of public protests, although killings of 
disabled people continued by other means to the end 
of the war. Many T4 staff were transferred to Poland to 
run the Aktion Reinhard extermination camps.

Transit camp
Camp in which Jews were held prior to deportation 
to extermination camps. Examples included Drancy 
(France), Mechelen (Belgium) and Westerbork (the 
Netherlands).

Vilna
Common anglicisation of the Polish city of Wilno (now 
Vilnius, capital of Lithuania), which was one of the 
major centres of Jewish culture in Europe. The majority 
of the city’s almost 60,000 Jews were shot at Ponary 
in the summer and autumn of 1941 following the 
German invasion of the Soviet Union. The remainder 
were forced into a small ghetto which was finally 
liquidated in September 1943 when its inhabitants 
were either shot at Ponary or deported to labour camps 
in Latvia and Estonia, where most subsequently died.

Wannsee Conference
Meeting of senior Nazi leaders and officials, chaired 
by Heydrich, on 20th January 1942 at a villa outside 
Berlin to discuss the ‘Final Solution’. The conference 
had two main purposes: to coordinate all institutions 
involved in the Holocaust and to assert the control of 
the SS over the process.

Warsaw
Capital of Poland and home to Europe’s largest pre-war 
Jewish population. A ghetto was created in November 
1940 which, at its peak in spring 1941, contained 
more than 430,000 Jews. More than 70,000 died 
as a result of starvation and disease. Between 22nd 
July and 12th September 1942 the Nazis carried out 
the ‘Great Aktion’ in which at least 235,000 Warsaw 
Jews were deported to their deaths in Treblinka. 
When deportations resumed in 1943 they were met 

with resistance, culminating in the ghetto uprising of 
19th April to 16th May, the first significant civilian 
rebellion anywhere in occupied Europe. Survivors of 
the uprising were sent to their deaths in Treblinka or 
to labour camps in the Lublin region where most were 
later murdered in the Erntefest massacre of November 
1943.
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FURTHER READING

Rebecca Rovit and Alvin Goldfarb (eds.), Theatrical 
Performance during the Holocaust: Texts, Documents, 
Memoirs (The Johns Hopkins University Press): an 
outstanding collection which combines a comprehensive 
series of historical essays with memoirs, contemporary 
documents, poems, and even the text of The Emperor 
of Atlantis, the opera created but never performed in 
Terezín.

Lisa Peschel (ed.), Performing Captivity, Performing 
Escape: Cabarets and Plays from the Terezin/
Theresienstadt Ghetto (Seagull Books): a remarkable 
collection of recently rediscovered works.

Elinor Fuchs (ed.), Plays of the Holocaust: An 
International Anthology (Theatre Communications 
Group): an important anthology of six plays, including 
Joshua Sobol’s Ghetto.

Robert Skloot, The Darkness We Carry: The Drama of 
the Holocaust (The University of Wisconsin Press): a 
classic work, published in 1988, which was the first 
serious full-length study of post-war Holocaust theatre, 
offering insightful judgements on the purpose and 
features of successful Holocaust drama.

Gene A. Plunka, Holocaust Drama: The Theater of 
Atrocity (Cambridge University Press): a more recent 
survey, offering analysis of a wide range of thematically 
grouped plays.

Gene A. Plunka, Staging Holocaust Resistance 
(Palgrave Macmillan): an examination of plays 
addressing armed and spiritual resistance and rescue 
(including Number the Stars and The Flight into Egypt).

Edward R. Isser, Stages of Annihilation: Theatrical 
Representations of the Holocaust (Fairleigh Dickinson 
University Press): a short but wide-ranging academic 
study which examines texts from a variety of languages 
and cultures.

Rochelle G. Saidel and Karen Shulman, Women, 
Theatre, and the Holocaust: Resource Handbook 

(Remember the Women Institute): an excellent guide 
to Holocaust plays by or about women, available for 
free download at www.rememberwomen.org/Projects/
women-theatre-holocaust.html.

USEFUL WEBSITES

In addition to the websites mentioned in the text of the 
guide, the following are useful resources for teachers.

Holocaust Theater Catalog (htc.miami.edu): an 
extraordinarily comprehensive resource created by the 
National Jewish Theater Foundation and hosted by the 
University of Miami, this site lists hundreds of plays, 
which can be browsed by title, author and experience.

The Jüdische Kulturbund Project  
(www.judischekulturbund.com): an American 
organisation which seeks to spread awareness of the 
work of Jewish artists under Nazism and to promote 
through education reflection on the role of culture under 
oppression in the modern world.

Performing the Jewish Archive (ptja.leeds.ac.uk): a 
multidisciplinary project which aims to discover and 
perform lost or little known works. It is planned that the 
website will in due course provide resources for schools 
on Holocaust theatre and music.

Voices of the Holocaust theatre company  
(www.facebook.com/VoicesTheatre): an innovative 
specialist company which offers high-quality 
productions, based on sensitive use of testimony and 
primary sources, and educational programmes for 
schools.

http://www.rememberwomen.org/Projects/women-theatre-holocaust.html
http://www.rememberwomen.org/Projects/women-theatre-holocaust.html
http://htc.miami.edu
http://www.judischekulturbund.com
http://ptja.leeds.ac.uk
http://www.facebook.com/VoicesTheatre
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